Abstract Archer fish accurately jump multiple body lengths for aerial prey from 
Introduction
where I SA k is the averaged image on the k th focal plane, N is the number of 86 cameras, and I F P ki is the transformed image from the i th camera. Image averaging,
87
known as additive refocusing, is followed by intensity thresholding of each focal 88 plane (collectively known as the focal stack) to remove the dim, discrete image 89 artifacts formed when a particle's location does not converge between multiple cameras at that specific depth (Belden et al., 2010 3 × 3 SAPIV camera array for simultaneous under-and above-water imaging.
150
This measurement constraint influences requirements for the particle reconstruc-151 tion procedure as well because there are fewer cameras viewing the flow field.
152
This study presents modifications to the SAPIV technique that enable time-
153
resolved measurements on jumping archer fish. A comparison of three non-iterative 154 particle reconstruction algorithms is used to develop a processing routine specifi-
155
cally for partially-occluded measurement volumes. This analysis takes into account 156 both the missing information in occluded camera views and the overall reduced 157 number of cameras that view the particle field in partially-occluded regions. Infor-158 mation already necessary for 3D PIV masking is used to map and adjust particle 159 reconstruction in partially-occluded regions, allowing use of an algorithm that 160 typically requires particle visibility in all cameras. The reconstruction procedure
161
can also be implemented with fewer cameras than traditional SAPIV, allowing 162 cameras to be distributed between simultaneous aerial and underwater imaging. full camera sensor resolution in each fluid media.
180
The camera configuration meeting these requirements contains two rails of 
Characterization of Partial Occlusion Locations

197
When SAPIV is implemented around a body, occlusion of a tracer particle can 198 be caused by either another particle or the body. When a particle is occluded
199
by another particle in a single camera view, the particle will still reconstruct in between multiple sources along the same line of sight; therefore the occluding 202 particle in the source image will count toward reconstruction at both depths.
203
The more detrimental category of occlusions is when a region of particles is the occluded particles will refocus, using eqn. 1, at a weaker intensity than particles 207 visible in all cameras. If the body is left unmasked, bright or dark patches of the 208 body will influence the final position and brightness of the reconstructed particles.
209
A particle field reconstruction routine with the ability to identify and compensate 210 for partial occlusions could avoid either of these scenarios.
211
The visual hull method (Adhikari and Longmire, 2012) is commonly used for 
224
The information used to identify the visual hull can also be used to map 
260
The additive refocusing algorithm traditionally used for SAPIV (eqn. 1) is 261 described extensively in the introduction. Two additional non-iterative particle 
The exponent n = 1/N cameras preserves the original intensity scale of a particle 270 image through the multiplication operations, but n can be specified otherwise to Relative reconstructed intensities of fully visible and partially-occluded particles shown using three sample particles of uniform intensity. All particles are shown with inverted intensity (darker particles are brighter) for visibility. Particle 1 is in focus at depth Z 1 , while particles 2 (fully visible) and 3 (partially-occluded) form dim ghost particles patterned in the shape of the camera array (also known as discrete blur). At depth Z 2 the discrete blur patterns from particles 1 and 2 overlap to form a brighter ghost particle, and particle 3 is in focus at reduced intensity (compared to particle 1 at Z 1 ) due to its limited visibility. 1 and 2) and one visible in only three cameras of the array (particle 3). At depth 277 Z 1 , particle 1 is in focus, while particle 2 forms a discrete blur pattern of one 278 ghost particle per camera, arranged in the shape of the camera array. Particle 3 279 also forms a discrete blur pattern, containing one ghost particle from each of the 280 three cameras in which it is visible. At depth Z 2 , particle 3 is in focus, and the 281 other two particles each form the discrete ghost particle pattern. The coincidental 282 overlap of the ghost particles from the two nine camera particles (particles 1 and 14 Leah Mendelson, Alexandra H. Techet 2) at depth Z 2 is not significantly dimmer than particle 3, the in-focus particle 284 visible in only three cameras at the same depth.
285
Partial occlusion also effectively reduces the number of source cameras used for 286 reconstruction. Belden et al. (2010) show that reducing the number of cameras, ei-287 ther by design or as a consequence of partial occlusions, reduces the reconstruction 288 quality of a particle field, as there is less intensity contrast between true (e.g., fig.   289 4, depth Z 1 , particle 1) and ghost particles (e.g., fig. 4 , particle 2). Belden et al.
290
(2010) also report that reconstruction qualities are lower for higher seeding den-291 sities. For densely-seeded images, the likelihood of two or more individual camera 292 images converging without being a true particle location increases. Since additive 293 refocusing is an averaging algorithm, the intensity of a ghost particle increases 294 linearly with the number of cameras contributing to it. In some densely-seeded 295 scenarios, most ghost particles may be as bright as true particles.
296
To evaluate use of eqn. 1 with partially-occluded measurements further, the 297 probabilities of ghost particles with varying brightness forming are evaluated with 298 respect to image source density (Ns) and the number of array cameras (N).
299
Probability-based analysis is also used by Elsinga et al. (2011) to study ghost 300 particle formation in tomographic PIV, examining cases where source particles 301 randomly converge (i.e., assuming no correlation between viewpoints). The source 302 density (Ns) is the product of the particle seeding density per pixel (ppp) and the 303 area (in pixels) of an individual particle (A p ). This quantity essentially describes 304 the probability that a given pixel in an image is occupied by a particle. The inverse 305 probability (1-Ns) is the likelihood that the corresponding pixel in another camera 306 is not a particle. Binomial probabilities are used to calculate the probability (N g ) 307 of a camera subgroup (size GC) in the N camera array overlapping to form a ghost 308 particle during refocusing: Probabilities of ghost particle formation (Ng) from a quantity of cameras GC (GC ≤ N), for reconstruction through additive refocusing (eqn. 1) in 4, 6, 8, and 10 camera SAPIV systems. Ghost particle probabilities are normalized by the probability of a pixel being occupied by a true particle (source density Ns). Color is cut off in locations where the probability of ghost particles forming from a given number of cameras is below 10% of the probability of a true particle. to compare the probability of a ghost particle occupying a pixel in a refocused 315 image to the probability of a true particle occupying that pixel. separating particles from reconstruction artifacts is therefore also a function of the 333 intensity distribution within an imaged particle.
334
The intensity distributions of true and ghost particles are compared on one 335 focal plane of a refocused image stack (i.e., one 2D slice through the voxel volume).
336
A true particle with perfect reconstruction located on that plane post-refocusing 337 is modeled as a 3 × 3 Gaussian kernel with variance σ 2 and intensity ranges from 338 I min to I max :
If a higher intensity threshold than I min is applied, the number of single-voxel 340 particles, and consequently the likelihood of peak locking, increases. In compari-341 son, the maximum intensity of a ghost particle created by a single camera during thresholding to remove ghost particles created by a single camera in a 3D focal stack will remove information regarding true particles unless
In general, the maximum intensity in a ghost particle formed from a subset of cam-346 eras with size GC is
. Fig. 6 shows how the maximum intensity in ghost 347 particles formed from one to four cameras compares to the minimum intensity in 348 a true particle (eqn. 5) for varying σ and camera array size. Ghost particle inten- 1 cam. ghost particle 2 cam. ghost particle 3 cam. ghost particle 4 cam. ghost particle
Fig. 6
Intensity relationships between true particles of varying Gaussian profile and ghost particles for additive refocusing (eqn. 1) with a 1-15 camera array. All intensities are normalized by the maximum intensity of a true particle reconstructed from all cameras (Imax in eqn. 5).
The maximum intensity of a ghost particle formed by 1-4 cameras decreases as the total number of cameras increases. Dashed lines represent the minimum true particle intensity for five different Gaussian particle profiles of varying σ. In many scenarios ghost particles are brighter than the minimum intensity of a true particle on one focal plane within the refocused volume.
ghost particles formed by either of these algorithms have the same intensity scale 371 as true particles. 
380
When the source density is high enough that many ghost particles form from Color is cut off for a ghost particle density less than 10% of the source density.
more than one camera, these false particles become comparable in brightness to 382 partially-occluded true particles.
383
The smaller a particle is (lower σ), the harder it is to segment, even with a suggest that it is not the optimal particle reconstruction method for studies with 393 bodies in the flow field.
394
As typically implemented, agreement between all cameras is required to recon-395 struct particles with either of the minLOS (eqn. 3) and MLOS (eqn. 2) algorithms.
396
Additional information about occlusion locations is needed to implement recon-397 struction in the extensive partially-occluded regions surrounding a body (e.g., fig. 3c ). This limitation is not unique to non-iterative particle reconstruction algo- 
432
The two depths shown in fig. 8 correspond to regions occupied by the anal fin
433
(Z = -1.6 mm, fig. 8d-f ) and body and caudal fin (Z = 17 mm, fig. 8g-i) . In fig. 8f , Center Array Camera 
Experiment Implementation
441
The SAPIV system designed to provide aerial and underwater measurements 442 ( fig. 2 ) is implemented to obtain high-resolution wake measurements of the dorsal, 
484
Underwater fin kinematics are determined by using DLTdv5 to manually digi- The binary masks necessary to construct the visual hull and map partially- 
502
The mask from the previous timestep is used to initialize the mask at the next time.
503
The semi-automated approach is able to adapt to changes in body lighting and when using the minLOS algorithm ( fig. 8c ).
512
The homography-fit method developed by Bajpayee and Techet (2017) is used from the smoothed data using a second-order centered difference.
528
Momentum transfer in the fish wake is also assessed through the hydrodynamic 529 impulse (I), which in 3D vector form is calculated from the vorticity field as:
where x is a position vector and ρ is the fluid density (1.0 g cm −3 at experiment 531 temperature and salinity). The archer fish wake contains close-proximity, interact- 
542
The bait height for this trial is 1.2 body lengths. Fig. 9a shows the 3D position, . 10a ).
602
The low lateral wake velocity may be the result of the second tail stroke reversing 603 momentum that was shed in the wake during the first tail stroke.
604
Separate propulsive jets behind the dorsal and anal fins are observed at the 605 conclusion of each tail stroke ( fig. 10c,e) . Following the first tail stroke ( fig. 10c ), wake structure immediately before the fish leaves the water.
674
In applications beyond the jumping archer fish, this work demonstrates that 
